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Alpivar² Capacitors Alpimatic Racks Standard Duty, 3 Phase, 400 V - 50 Hz Heavy duty, 3 phase, 400 V - 50 Hz Alpimatic racks with avuned reactors Heavy duty capacitor with series reactor, 3 phase, 400 V - 50 Hz Alpimatic &amp; Alpistatic Automatic Capacitor Banks Alpican Resin Filled Capacitors Alpican Gas Filled
Capacitor 440 V, 3 Phase, 50Hz Alpican Resin Filled Capacitors Standard Duty Resin Filled Capacitor 525 V, 50 3 phase, 50Hz reactors and power factor controllers Reactors 7% duty Reactors 14% customs Power factor controller DX³ MCBs for ac Applications for 63 A DX³ MCB - C-Curve DX³ MCB - D Curve³ DX MCB
for Ac Applications 80 - 12 5 A DX³ MCBs for DC Applications 63 A DX³ MCBs - 25 kA Thermal Magnetic MCBs from 6 A to 125 A DX³ MCB- 36 kA thermal magnetic MCBs from 10 A to 80 A DX³ MCB - 50 kA thermal magnetic MCBs from 10 A to 63 A DX³ insulators IS for AC applications up to 125 A DX³ RCCBs for AC
applications up to 63 A DX³ RCCBs for AC applications 80 - 100 A DX³ RCBOs mounted for AC applications up to 63 A DX³ RCBOs compact for AC applications up to 32 A, 6 kA DX³ RCBs, 2 rod 240 V~ DX³ RCBs, 4 pole 415 V~ DX³ RCD add module for 125 A DX³ auxiliaries common for MCBs, Insulators, RCCBs and
RCB's DX³ auxiliary manual changover switch For 1 mod/rod MCB and ISS DX³ RCD add on module with measurement and measurement Adjustable measurement, 4 pole 415 V ~ Adjustable measurement DX³ timer DX³ contactors Power contacts CX3 Signaling excipients for contactors EMDX³ electric energy Gauges
rail mounting Single phase meters Three-phase meters EMDX³ multifunction measuring units rail mounting DX3 EKINOX3 DISTRIBUTION CARD DB ACCESSORIES PLEXO3 DISTRIBUTION TRAY SLEEVES FOR P17 Alpx³ Capacitors Reactors and Power Factor Regulator Detuned Reactors Power Factor Eco
Ekinox³ SPN DB is for DX³ MCB , Isulator, RCCB and RCBO Ekinox³ ETPN DB's for DX³ MCB, Isolator, RCCB and RCBO Ekinox³ Flexy DB's for DX³ YOUR modular products Ekinox³ VTPN DB's With modular incomer Ekinox³ Metra Plug &amp; Socket DB's for DX³ MCB, RCCB and RCBO Ekinox³ P-17 Tempra Plug
&amp; Socket DB's for DX³ MCB, RCCB and RCBO Ekinox³ Metal Enclosures for DX³ MCB, RCCB, RCBO and DPX3 MCCB #IK 08 Metal One-Way Enclosures for MCCB Ekinox³ Cable End Box For IP 30 DB's For IP 43 DB's Ekinox³ D Meter Box Determination for Mounting Meter Ekinox³ Accessories Per Phase
Insulation Kit Panel Locks Ekinox³ VTPN DB's For MC DPX3 160 IP 30 30CBS - #IK 08 IP 43 - #IK 09 with metal door IP 54 - #IK 09 Ekinox³ VTPN DB's For MCCB-is for DPX3 250 IP 30 - #IK 08 IP 43 - #IK 09 with metal door IP 54 - #IK 09 Ekinox³ - Phase Selector DB's for DX³ MCB , Insulator, RCCB and RCBO IP 30
- #IK 08 IP 43 - #IK 09 with metal door Ekinox³ - 7 segment DB's for DX³ MCB, Insulator, RCCB and RCBO #IK 08 IP 43 - #IK 09 with metal door Ekinox³ - 7 segment DB's for 160 A DPX3 MCCB IP 30 - #IK 08 IP 43 - #IK 09 with metal door Duo Boxx Arteor lighting and drop-down controllers / receivers Radio / ZigBee
Arteor scenario controlling Radio / ZigBee Arteor other features Radio / ZigBee Arteor lighting control and automation mechanisms BUS / SCS Arteor modular equipment for lighting control and automation BUS / SCS Arteor lighting control and automation BUS / SCS sensors and accessories Arteor temperature control
BUS / SCS Arteor energy and load shedding management BUS / SCS Arteor Mechanical switches - square version Flush boxes Surface mounting boxes Mechanical switches - round version Electronic switches - square version Electronic switches - round version Push buttons, roller blinds control - square version Push
buttons, Roller Blinds Control- Round Version Dimmers - Square Version, Fan Regulators Dimmers - Round Version Automatic Switches , single-pole locking Time delay switch and visual indication Visual indication Access control and clock-time witnesses Hotel equipment - square version lighting, electric roller blinds
and curtain control Hotel equipment equipment indicators Hotel equipment indicators Hotel equipment indicators Hotel equipment keys, shaver sockets Hotel equipment - square and round version call indicators Hotel equipment call confirmation, buzzers and chimes Hotel equipment - square version data, audio, video
sockets and USB power supplies Hotel equipment - round version audio, video connectors and USB power supplies RCBO, MCB Socket sockets, modular devices sockets Sockets and power strips prewired TV and telephone connectors Behind pluggable data connectors and wires splitter Wi-Fi access points Adapters
for USB sockets, dampers and speaker connectorsEr HD 15 Amplifier + Jack Kit, Equipment Cords Auxiliary Mechanisms, Modular Support Plexo Boxes Plexo Boxes and Adapter IP 55 DLP Trunking Plate Pop-up Boxes for Raised Floor and Furniture Cover Plates - Square and Round Version Cover Plates - Square
Version Cover Plates - Round version Lighting control and automation mechanisms BUS / SCS 10 Giga Cat. 6 and Cat. 5e computer connectors Audio and video connectors Electronic dimmer USB charger Lighting infrared sensor Switches Push button Electric roller blinds control Dimmers and fan regulators Indian
standard connectors RJ 11 phone connectors (Jack type) Information outlet - toolless TV connectors Electronic chime Buzzer Bell call indicator and registor Hotel DND and MMR Features Hotel key card switch Blanking plate Multistandard sockets Magnesium cover plates with frame Champagne cover plates with frame
Dark Bronze cover plates with frame Mirror finish cover plates with frame Graphic cover plates with frame Silver baroque plates with frame Dark baroque plates with frame Cover plates with frame Signature cover plates with frame Silver Baroque cover plates with frame Dark baroque cover plates with frame Myrius
Mylinc Britzy Lyncus Arteor IOT Wiring Accessories Media Hub LCS³ Copper CAT 6A LCS³ Copper Additional products LCS³ Copper CAT 6 LCS³ Copper CAT 5E LCS³ Fiber optic LCS³ Cabinet A/V System LCS³ Copper CAT 8 Home / UPS, LCS³, Cable management systems, equipment and accessories / DLP cable
management / Aluminum universal DLP trunking system - supports for wiring accessories Using its global strength and market leading position, Legrand has developed a full range of cable management solutions, including: Swift's cable ladder Swifts cable board Salamandre distribution trunking Cablofil steel wire wire
board Swiftwire wire suspension Floor systems Perimeter systems With in-depth knowledge and experience, our expert cable management team provides customers with support and advice for any installation. Home &gt; Products &gt; Cable Management &gt; DLP Wall Trunking &amp; Ceiling Columns &gt; DLP Wall
Trunking Wooden PVC wall trunking areas that can be installed quickly and easily to supply workstations and that easily adjust to different room configurations. Aluminum DLP wall trunking: modern material and neat and attractive finish for a top quality range. Three PVC wall trunking areas that can be installed quickly
and easily to supply workstations and that easily adjust to different room configurations. Aluminum DLP wall trunking: modern material and neat and attractive finish for a top quality range. PVC TRUNKING SNAP-ON VERSION (45 MM COVER) - Quick and easy installation thanks to the flexible cover and finishing
accessories. - Can be equipped with Mosaic power and data connectors by simply cutting the mechanisms of trunking, without additional support - Available in three colors for perfect integration in all environments: - White: 50 x 80, 50 x 105, 50 x 130.50 x 145 and 50 x 180 mm - Grey: 50 x 80, , 50 x 130 and 50 x 180
mm - Black: 50 x 80 and 50 x 130 mm - Indoor/outdoor use (LEDs) Discover series SNAP-ON VERSION (4 5 MM COVER) - Allow integration of many different series of wiring units shape Mosaic and Arteor to Niloé and Kaptika or Synergy and Mallia - Perfect finish thanks to flexible cover and finishing accessories -
Comes complete with body, covers and partition (for 2 and 3 room trunking) - Available in white color for : 50 x 80, 50 x 105, 50 x 150, 50 x 170 – 65 mm cover and 35 x 105, 50 x 105, 50 x 195 - 85 mm cover Discover range SNAP-ON VERSION (45 MM COVER) - Can be equipped with Mosaic power and data
connectors by simply cutting the mechanisms of trunking, without additional support - Adjustable angles between 80° and 120° - Available in two sizes: 50 x 85 and 50 x 130 mm Discover area UNIVERSAL VERSION - Allow integration of many different of wiring devices form mosaic and arteor to Synergy and Mallia -
Perfect look thanks to finishing accessories - Available in 7 sizes: from 50 x 105 to 65 x 195 with 65, 85 or 130 mm cover Discover the area ... Standard and IP4X distribution trunking Salam's other distribution trunking sets the standard for mounting speed. With its unique pre-assembled coupling system, integrated
shaking-resistant screws and a clip cap, the mounting times can be 50% faster than any other option, at least. Along with a smooth safety edge for easier handling, the comprehensive Salamandre series is the ideal fit for anyone who focuses on reducing installation time. The innovative design of Salamandre has led not
only to real-time, demonstrable savings for installers and contractors, but also to a significantly reduced total installed cost. Save time on site, save money on labor costs. More innovations... several ways to save time Clip cap Pre-assembled coupling herring Multi-head screws Convenient slotted ends Safety edge
SALAMANDRE IP4X DISTRIBUTION TRUNKINGSalamandre IP4X distribution trunking meets the IP4X requirements of the change in 17th Edition Wire Regulations that came into force on January 1st 2012. This has been achieved through the introduction of a tire strap, which is simply connected to each coupling over
the joint between the two lids, and a new range of IP4X fittings that fully integrate with existing lengths and accessories to deliver a fully compatible solution. SALAMANDRE LIGHTING TRUNKINGSalamandre lighting trunking is designed with ease and speed of installation in mind: Full width covers can be used
throughout the installation eliminating the need for additional mounting covers Wider opening for increased space and easier access to cables Friction grip couplings and fittings are kept automatically in place by metal tabs that grab trunking base leaving hands free to tighten fixing screws Fastening screws supplied in
backed-off position , making it easy to simply push the connector into place and attach the screws SALAMANDRE IP55 DISTRIBUTION TRUNKINGSalamother IP55 distribution trunking is designed to respond to increasing demands on trunking systems suitable for more challenging environments. CPC (clear powder
coating) offers extended service life over traditional pre-galvanized trunking systems and with the inclusion of neoprene gasket lid our system can achieve an IP rating of IP55. Other benefits include outer return flanges for greater strength, captured bushes for faster fastening of lids, couplers and accessories, and lids
and bodies are supplied separately for efficient material handling. Products Videos BIM Files Product EnvironmentProfile Videos Salamother distribution trunking is now 50% faster to fit than its predecessor. - pre-assembled couplers to one end of each length - clip lid for fast, assembly and easy maintenance - push fit,
quarter turn trigger rotary should - shake-proof catch screws - smooth curved return for safer handling and minimized cable damage BIM Files Product Environmental profile Profile
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